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Def ining problems with beautiful solutions…

01 In the news:

02 The residential architect:
Residential Architects Strive To Do Better.
As a residential architect I always strive to do better, I create spaces that enlighten our
world, like the bisto advert, bringing together families, friends and a love for the place
which we all call home. This is what a residential architect brings to any party, thats
why I am a residential architect. M

03 Tip of the month: Introduction To Lighting
Ten Tips to consider when you are looking to create the ultimate lighting solutions for
indoor and outdoor applications.
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For anyone wanting to see what we do and
come and meet us informally feel free to
pop along, if you need free tickets just send us an
email and we will post you out or email you the
codes to download your FREE tickets today. The
show dates are 1-3 November 2013 Stand 274.

1. T. Entry / hallway lighting tips.
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Contemporary Fully Disabled Accessible
New Build in Barnsley, South Yorkshire:
We received planning permission for this
Contemporary Fully Disabled Accessible New
Build Dwelling In Barnsley, South Yorkshire. This
project is due to start on site late this year.

feature chandelier to provide all the light. Aim
downlights towards walls to create ambient light
and allow for dimming controls to enhance the
atmosphere and allow flexibility.

Avoid spot lights that may cause shadows and
provide lighting that highlights art or pictures.
Ensure switches are accessible from multiple
locations and use efficient sources / bulbs as
these lights are often on for the longest periods
of time.

LINK TO HOMEBUILDING WEBSITE:

4. T. Kitchen lighting tips.
Have multiple layers with separate controls,
avoid track lighting and add light where needed
for food preparation. Use energy efficient lights
as these lights are also on a lot of the time. Light
counter tops more that the walkways.

2. T. Living room lighting tips.
Use portable lighting to create flexibility, these
types of lights are freestanding and can add
depth and feature to a room. You need to make
sure you have good ambient / indirect lighting
whilst controlling glare so that you can watch
television and read comfortably. Feature accent
lighting should be added to give the option of
creating an intimate atmosphere. These are
usually in the form of wall or feature lighting.

5. T. Family room lighting tips.
Use multiple layers to create a bright space for
recreation and dimmable colour changing lights
for parties and watch tv. Have wall lights to break
up the mood in conjunction with the dimmable
colour changing lights.

3. T. Dining room lighting tips.
Have separate control of multiple lights to
create various moods and do not rely on a single

SERVICES WE OFFER:
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New project e-brochure downloads. Click
the link below to see our new download
section featuring specific project brochures
for you to download and view offline. These
brochures feature high resolution photos give
you the means to look at individual projects in
your own time.
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LINK TO E- BROCHURE D OWNLOADS:

LINK TO THE EXISTING PHOTO:

Contemporary
bungalow
makeover
in Doncaster, South Yorkshire is
nearly complete. This makeover features a
comprehensive visual makeover, full internal
alterations, fully upgraded insulation, ground
sourced borehole heat pump and a new open
plan ground floor layout.

Sectors:

•
•
•
•

Residential
Healthcare
Industrial
Interiors

Types of residential project:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Domestic new build
Refurbishments
Extensions & alterations
Loft conversions
Self builds
Barn conversions
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal alterations
Listed building projects
Sustainable design
Eco designs
Contemporary house designs
Traditional house designs
House extension ideas
Disabled adaptations
House renovation ideas
Kitchen extension ideas

6. T. Bathroom lighting tips.
Use a mixture of wall, floor and ceiling lighting.
Provide dimmable lights over the bath for
reading and relaxing with a bottle of wine, make
sure they are low voltage for safety. Good task
lighting is required for shaving and putting on
makeup and this should be directed towards
your face when you are at the mirror. Background
halo colour changing lighting is also good for
creating different atmospheres. Use fluorescent
surface mounted fixtures in closets to provide an
even spread of light on shelving and throughout
space.

7. T. Bedroom lighting tips.
Create your light by washing the walls with
downlights or pendants. Avoid have lots of
spotlights in the ceiling as they lead to glare
when you are in bed, worst case have the option
to switch off the main spotlights leaving a few
spots to light the way. Use low level wall lighting
as night lights for childrens bedrooms and
consider having the lights in blue led which you
do not register when your eyes are closed but
bright enough to see where you are going.

in the stair treads combined with wall lights to
make a feature especially if viewed from the
outside.

04 The case study:

10. T. Outside lighting tips.
Used solar powered led lighting for paths where
possible. Do not allow the direct viewing of light
sources as glare can cause accidents, especially
when used at access points in floor mounted
within decking or paths. Consider fixtures that
give diffused lighting and generally light up /
down or in both directs. Consider low voltage
lights. Using motion sensors with a manual
override switch off will save you money and
increase security.

10. T. General lighting tips.
Layer your lights using accent, ambient,
decorative and task ideas and have them
switching indepently to maximise your flexibility
within any given space.
Lamp choices should be 2700-3000k to create a
warm, inviting and relaxing atmosphere and to
save energy and money, choose a bulb at the
desired brightness, and then select the most
efficient option available.

8. T. Home office lighting tips.
Use direct task lighting around the desk area.
Allow flexibility within the room by making the
main lighting dimmable and have the option of
wall lights combined with dedicated task lights
to soften the overall lighting within the room.

9. T. Stairwell lighting tips.
Make sure you have consider the switching
carefully and allow for accessible switches from
all main access egress points from the stairwell.
Make sure there is adequate energy efficient task
lighting in all stairwells and consider eyelid lights

“We design spaces
to accommodate
a function, an
experience or
intent.”
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Project Name: From the inside out
Project Location: Ben Rhydding, West Yorkshire
Project Description: A contemporary makeover and refurbishment with extensions and internal alterations to create new and
improved spaces.
Project Aims: The brief was to remodel and refurbish an existing 1960’s house to create a contemporary five bedroom dwelling
which took advantage of the hillside views.
Project Cost: Circa: £300,000

0 4 Continued . . .
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The Design: The site layout is as existing for the main dwelling.
Views from the dwelling.
The design maximises the site views whilst considering the impact of the development on the neighbouring dwellings.
North facing windows:
These windows face over the valley and have the best scenic views however, due to the northern elevation having the
highest levels of heat loss so we kept the apertures to a minimum when focused around habitable space. We have added
a feature window to the circulation area.
East facing windows:
The windows on the eastern façade are set back within the site and are within the two living rooms and the bedrooms two
and three above. These rooms benefit from the morning sun.
West facing windows:
The windows on the western facade are only within the bedroom and ensuite in the roof space and they are at high level
to aid in the transfer of light into some of the deeper plan spaces and bathrooms that always benefit from natural light
but not views. These windows have no impact on the neighbouring property but will be frosted.
South facing windows:
The windows on the southern façade are designed to take advantage of the solar heat gains and the views within the
private amenity space. The main living spaces all have south facing windows. There are no overlooking issues from any of
the windows on the site.
The visual impact on the site and neighbouring properties
We:
Used a mixed palette of materials to give visual interest to the building facades.
Used layering of materials to give depth and contrast to the front façades
Used existing stone for the ground floor new with lighter materials above.
Used colour render in different colours to complement the palette of colours found in the area.
Created an over sailing roof form to give depth to the roofline.
The Area: Ben Rhydding is a Wharfedale village in the Metropolitan Borough of Bradford, West Yorkshire, England. It is part
of the Ilkley urban area and civil parish. It is situated on a north-facing valley beneath the Cow and Calf Rocks and above
and to the south of the River Wharfe, and falls within the historic West Riding of Yorkshire.Project Special Features: Glass
treads in stainless steel staircase, zinc roof, cedar garage door, velfac window system, double height space in the dining
room, two separate balconies on the first floor and a cinema room.

Contemp orar y Staircase

Op en plan k itchen, living and dining

Type of Construction: Traditional construction / Timber frame
Insulated concrete slab, 300mm block work cavity wall to the ground floor timber framed to the first floor, aluminium
windows, through colour render system, architectural rain screen cladding.
Eco Features: Under floor heating, over insulating the walls, floor and ceiling spaces, all white interior and large windows
to maximise natural light distribution.
Technology: Lighting management system, speakers throughout in the ceilings, server based music and movies streamed
to any room.
Client: Private client / Contractor.
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Staircase inset carp et tread detail

Contemp orar y conne c ting corridor

05 Question and answer:
1. Q. Why should we use you over a more locally based Architect?
A. If you like what we have produced in our portfolio and we are
competitively priced against another more locally based Architect there is
no advantage in using the more locally based Architect owing to the fact
that the planning system has been nationalised for some years now and we
have consistently demonstated that we can achieve planning in some of the
strictist areas with some of our most innovative projects from Newcastle
to West Sussex including greenbelt sites and areas of outstanding national
beauty.

AFTER

2. Q. Do you offer an out of normal working day service?
A. Yes, we offer an out of business hours telephone calls. (Available
upon request.), out of business hours site visits. (Available upon request.),
a post completion call back service and all these services are available FREE
of charge to all our existing clients.

Post makeover front elevation…
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BEFORE
Pre makeover front elevation…

“3d design is the key to you
understanding your project.”

06 Resource list:
CONTEMPORARY INSPIRATION:

Great websites for viewing great contemporary
residential architecture.

LE T THERE BE LIGHT

A: HomeDSGN
(http://www.homedsgn.com/)

Go online and download there free 100 page
ebook of modern interior design inspiration.

B: Trendir
(http://www.trendir.com/)

Trendir is your best source for trendy modern
home products for every room in your new
house or for your next remodeling project.
New furniture, decor items and fixtures are
added daily. They also have categories for house
designs, house interiors, outdoors and home
automation.

A: Contemporist
(http://www.contemporist.com/)

Contemporist
features
contemporary
architecture, design and art. This blog is updated
daily with articles.

PRODUCTS:
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS:
Olsen, Aluminium Windows

(http://www.olsenuk.com/)

Olsen UK have the flexibility of being able to
offer a whole range of different products, each
of which have their very own distinguishing
features. Whether you require inward opening
or outward opening products, double glazed
or triple glazed, sliding doors or folding doors,
Olsen UK can provide a product & service to
match your specification.
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E X TENSION WITH A VIE W
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07. O ther produc ts
and ser vices:
The Pod Unlimited

Cost effective contemporary garden rooms and
small extensions.
(http://www.thepodunlimited.com)

Transform Visuals

3d visualisation services - Photo real images of
any architectural building or space.
(http://www.transformvisual.co.uk)

We will contribute flair and imagination when
investigating the feasibility of your requirements.
When developing design solutions we will provide
stylish as well as practical responses to your needs.

08 About us:
Transform Architects is a dynamic, fresh-thinking, RIBA Chartered Practice
established in 2004 and based in the heart of West Yorkshire. Our speciality is
defining architectural problems with beautiful solutions and transforming lives
through the architecture we produce.

We enable clients to recognize what they want,
visualise what that looks like, find the right people to
make the changes and oversee the contractual work
until the project is completed.

Please visit our WORK IN PROGRESS section of our website
which is updated weekly:
Here you will find links to:
1. Latest news in architecture and planning.
2. Our concepts
3. Our videos
4. Our case studies
5. Projects onsite
6. Help and advice
7. Why use residential architects

Our studio

What can we do for you today?
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Studio Address: 12C Bank Street, Ossett, WF5 8NL
The Studio is open from 9am to 5pm Mon - Fri. (By Appointment Only...)

Phone: 01924 265080
Postal Address: 4 Rushmead, Court, Ossett, WF5 0NZ
E-mail: info@transformarchitects.co.uk
web: www.transformarchitects.com

Mar tin Bell - RIBA
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